TYPICAL DELINEATION AT A CROSSOVER WITH USABLE SHOULDERS AND A MEDIAN WIDTH OVER 12.3 m

TYPICAL DELINEATION AT A CURBED CROSSOVER WITH A MEDIAN WIDTH OVER 12.3 m

TYPICAL DELINEATION AT A CROSSOVER WITH USABLE SHOULDERS AND A MEDIAN WIDTH OF 12.3 m OR LESS

TYPICAL DELINEATION AT A CURBED CROSSOVER WITH A MEDIAN WIDTH OF 12.3 m OR LESS

NOTE: PLACE DELINEATORS NO MORE THAN 6 m FROM EDGE OF TRAVEL LANE EDGES.

DELINEATOR MOUNTING ON CROSSOVER WITH USABLE SHOULDER

DELINEATOR MOUNTING ON CURBED CROSSOVER

REFLECTIVE SHEETING (YELLOW)

REFLECTIVE SHEETING (GREEN)

DELINEATOR FACE

GENERAL NOTES:
1. THE UNIT PRICE OF DELINEATOR INCLUDES COSTS OF DELINEATOR FACE(S), POST, HARDWARE AND INSTALLATION.
2. DELINEATOR FACE WILL BE ENCAPSULATED LENS REFLECTIVE SHEETING.
3. POST REQUIRING THE INSTALLATION OF A BASE SHALL BE INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATION.

NOTE: CARSONITE'S CURV-FLEX DELINEATOR POSTS ARE SHOWN. OTHER FLEXIBLE POSTS THAT HAVE BEEN APPROVED FOR LISTING IN THE DEPARTMENT'S "APPROVED SOURCE OF MATERIALS" MAY BE FURNISHED.

TYPICAL CROSSOVER DELINEATION

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS (mm) EXCEPT WHERE NOTED.
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